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1. 1NT~00ucT10N AND SUMMARY 
In the last 40 years, an enormous amount of effort has been devoted to the 
study of inequalities by many authors, e.g., Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [4]. 
Beckenbach and Bellman [l], and others. Many approaches to inequalities have 
been executed from various mathematical viewpoints. These results have been 
systematically collected in the surveys [ 1,4]. 
In this paper we shall study inequalities from the viewpoint of dynamic 
programming. Beckenbach and Bellman [ 1, p. 61 proved the arithmetic-mean- 
geometric-mean inequality through the functional-equation approach in dynamic 
programming (see also [2]). For the justification of many inequalities we shall give 
elegant proofs by a method based on their method. Our approach is applicable 
to a broad class of inequalities in which two recursive functions with monotonicity 
in the sense of Iwamoto [5-91 are involved. The reader will find that several 
well-known classical inequalities fall under this class. 
In Section 2 we shall introduce a main dynamic programming and its inverse 
dynamic programming, to which the Main Problem and the Inverse Problem 
defined in Section 3 are to be reduced, respectively. Our definition of a dynamic 
programming problem is slightly different from that given in [2]. In our defini- 
tion, the reward system is wider than Bellman’s, but the immediate reward is 
independent of state variables. 
In Section 3 we shall establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
Main (resp. Inverse) Problem to have a maximum (resp. minimum)-value 
function (Theorem 2) and obtain two fundamental theorems concerning the 
inequalities between two recursive functions with monotonicity (Theorems 3,4). 
In Section 4, choosing two recursive functions appropriately we shall apply 
Theorems 3 and 4 to the arithmetic-~mean-geometric-mean inequality, the 
Minkowski inequality, the Holder inequality, and the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality. Our arithmetic-mean-geometric-mean inequality is, here, more 
generalized than those in the usual sense. In each application in Sections 4 and 5 
the resulting Main (resp. Inverse) Problem is represented in terms of the main 
(resp. inverse) dynamic programming introduced in Section 2. 
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The last section is devoted to applications to further interesting inequalities, 
some of which were given in [4]. 
2. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
In this paper, we shall use the notations Rn and R+” respectively, the 
n-dimensional Euclidean space and the nonnegative orthant, i.e., 
R,” = {(x1 , x2 ,..., x,J 1 x2: > 0 1 ,<k,<n}. 
Let h: A x B -+ E be a function from 4 x B into E, where A C R”“, B C R” 
(m, n > I), and EC RI. Then for each a E A, b E B we define functions 
ha:B-+Eandh,:A+Eby 
ha(.) = h(a; *), hb(.) = h(.; b). 
The following definition, stated in [9], of finite-stage dynamic programming is 
in a rather particular form. It will be seen, however, that this definition is 
appropriate for our applications in Sections 4 and 5. For a general definition see 
p, 31. 
An N-stage dynamic programming (DP) is specified by a seven-tuple 
(Max, {SAWC~ , VGS~C~ , G%kn~N-l , Kkn~:N-l , k ~TAs~sN-A 191. 
Here, “Max” means “Maximize”; N (22) is an integer, the number of stage; 
S,, is an interval of RI, the nth state space; R,, is an interval of RI, the nth reward 
space; A, is a subset of some Rp* (a 3 l), the nth action space; 
Ma,; y,+J: A, x Rn+l - R, 
is an onto continuous function such that each ffl(an; .) (a, E A,) is strictly 
increasing, the nth reward function; k: S, -+ R, is an onto continuous and 
strictly increasing function, the terminal reward function; and T,: S, x A, -+ R1 
is a continuous function such that each T,(.; a,) (a, E A,) is strictly increasing 
and that for each s, E S, there exists an a, E A, with T,,(s,; a,) E S,,,, , the 
nth state transformation. We call this DP the “main DP” throughout the paper. 
For the main DP the nth feasible action space A,(s,J at state s, is defined by 
A&) = ia E A, I T&; 4 E &+A s, E s, . 
The main DP represents the problem: 
Maximizef,(a,; f,(a,;...;f,_,(a,-,; k(sN)) *.*)) 
subject to 
(9 T&,; a,) = s,+~ , l<n<N--I, 
(ii) a, E T&J, 1 <n <N- 1, s,ES~. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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The “inverse” to the main DP is specified by a seven-tuple (Min, {-RnSlcnc\- , 
:&Lsn% t t-%2 l<n<.vpl ) g9l l$nCN-1 > 7 1 t I- I CUAC~W d [91, where 
&(a n; S?ICl) = (Tn”,y (sn+A 
[(TN) == k-‘(r,), (2.4) 
~‘n(Yn; 4) = (.c7~)-’ (r,J. 
Ke cali this DP the “inverse DP.” For the inverse DP, the nth feasible action 
space B,(Y,) at state r, is defined by 
B&-n) = (a E 8, I U&n; a) E R,.,,:, r,,, E R, . (2.5) 
The inverse DP represents the problem: 
subject to 
(2.6) 
1 ::I n :;: h’-- I, Y.~E Rv. 
(2.7) 
Let us consider the (N - n)-subproblems of the problems (2.2) (2.3) and 
(2.6), (2.7), respectively, 
subject to 
Maximizef,(a,;f,+l(a,+,;...;f,-_,(a,,-~,; k(sM)) ..,)) (2.8) 
subject to 
(2.10) 
6) 
(ii) 
CJ,(r,; al,) = Y~+~ , n < k ..s N - I, 
(2.11) 
ak E Bk(r,), n <k .< N- I, rME R,,,, 
where 1 :< n < N. Let u~-~(s,) (resp. w~-~(Y,)) be the maximum (resp. 
minimum) value of the problem (2.8), (2.9) (resp. (2.10), (2.11)). The function 
uN-)I (resp. G-n ) is called the (N - n)th optimal reward function. Note that 
u” = k, z’O == 1. Of course, ~~-r(~r) (resp. wN--l(yl)) is the maximum (resp. 
minimum) value of the problem (2.2), (2.3) (resp. (2.6), (2.7)). 
The next theorem, stated in [9], claims the recursive relation between the 
functions ~‘--‘-l and uN-?’ (resp. vN+-l and z+-*). 
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THEOREM 1 (Principle of Optimality). 
(9 ~N-n(sn) = anza; ,f&h; +“-‘(~,(s,; 4)), 
n n 
sn E s, > I<n<N-1, (2.12) 
(ii) uN-Yy,) = n 
n 
$; 
” n 
) g,(a,; yN-+YUn(yn; a,))), 
y,~Rn, I<n<N-1. (2.13) 
Let us now define the optimal policy for both DP’s. A function QT,*: S,, 4 d, 
(resp. B,: R, + A,) with rr,*(s,) E A,(s,J, s, E S, (resp. S,(Y,) E &(Y,), 
yra E R,), is called the nth component of the optimal policy for the main (resp. 
inverse) DP if nn*(s,J (resp. 6,(r,)) attains the maximum (resp. minimum) in 
(2.12) (resp. (2.13)). 
Recently the present author [9] established the Inverse Theorem III in 
Dynamic Programming, which claims that the main (inverse) DP has continuous 
and strictly increasing optimal reward functions {w”, wl,..., wN--l} and an optimal 
policy G4 , p2 ,..., pN-i} if and only if the inverse (main) DP has continuous and 
strictly increasing optimal reward functions {(wO)-‘, (wl)-I,..., (w”-‘)-‘} and an 
optimal policy & o (wN-1)-l, pa o (wNm2)-l,..., &-i 0 (w’)-l}, where o is the 
composition of functions. 
3. THE FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITIES 
Let (a, b) and (01, /?) be arbitrary intervals in R1 and E an arbitrary interval in 
RN (N 3 2), i.e., for some ---co < dk < ek < +m 
E = (d, , e,> x (d,, e,> x ... x (dN, eN). 
According to [e-9], let us define the following functions, since they take an 
important role in the sequel. A continuous function f: E + R1 is called the 
recursive function on E if it is expressed as 
f(% , x2 ,... ,%7) =fi(xl;fi(xr;...;f~--1(.1CN-1;fN(XN)) . ..))> 
where fN: (dN , eN) -+ RI, fk: (dk , ek> x range(f,+,) + R1 are continuous 
(1 < k < N - I). Note that range(f,) = (z; z = fk(x; y), (x, y) E (d, , e,) x 
range(fi.+,)) (1 < k d N - 1) and range (fN) = {Y;Y =fN@), xE<dN,eN)). 
In particular, f is called the recursive function with monotonicity on E if each 
fk(x; .) (1 < k < N - 1, .y. E (dk , ek)) is nondecreasing and fN is strictly 
increasing. Moreover, f is called the recursive function with strict increasingness 
on E if each fk(x; .) (1 < k < N - 1, x E (dk , ek)) is strictly increasing. A 
continuous function f: (d, , e,) x (d, , e,> + R1 is called the function with 
strict increasingness on (d, , e,) x (d2 , en> if each f(x; .) (x E (d, , e,)) is 
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strictly increasing. A recursive function f with monotonicity on <d,, e,) x (d,, e,,: 
is called the maximum (resp. minimum) function on (d, , el) x ‘;d, , e,j if it is 
expressed as 
.f(.~ Y) = max(fi(4,f2(y)) (resp. f(x; y) ~= min(f,(x), f2(y)), 
where fi is a continuous and strictly increasing function from \:di , ei.> into R1 
(i = 1, 2). 
Throughout this section we assume that f: E + ‘,a, 6’; and g: E - C,CX, /3; 
are onto recursive functions with monotonicity on E such that each fk 
(1 <. k .< N - 1) is either a function with strict increasingness on c{d, , CA‘., .~ 
:x4+, , ek+i) or a minimum function on (dk , er> .< (dk+l , e,++i\ and that each 
g, (1 .< k < N - 1) is either a function with strict increasingness on (d, , e,> /: 
cb+, , ek+l,‘ or a maximum function on (d, , enI, ‘.I c’dk+l , e,;,,?. Under this 
assumption we consider 
Main Problem: Maximize f  (x1 , x2 ,..., xhr) (3.1) 
subject to 
N Ax1 , x 2 ,*a-9 .Yv) < c (E (01, B)), 
(4 (xl , ~cz ,...> xd E E, (3.2) 
and 
Inverse Problem: Minimize g(y, , ya , . . . . yb,) (3.3) 
subject to 
(i)’ 
(ii)’ 
f (A I Y2 ?...> yN) > c (E (a, bj), 
( yl , yz ,...> YN) E E. 
(3.4) 
Then we have the following fundamental theorem: 
THEOREM 2. (i) Let CT: car, /3) -+ (a, b) b e an onto, continuous, and strictly 
increasing function. Then the Main Problem has a maximum-value function C’ [f  
and only if 
(ia) f  < UogonE,and 
(ib) for any c E (~1, /3) there exists (q*(c), x?*(c),..., sN*(c)) in E such 
that 
&l*(c), *%*(c),-., G*(c)) = c, 
f(xl*(c), x,*(c),..., xN*(C)) = U(c). 
(ii) Let V: (a, bj + (OL, /?) be an onto, continuous, and strictly increasing 
.function. Then the Inverse Problem has a minimum-value function I,’ if and only if 
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(iia) g > Vofon E, and 
(iib) for any c E (a, b) there exists (&(c), j*(c),..., $N(~)) in E such that 
f  (A(c), 9*(c),-, h&)) = c* 
g(A(c), 92(4Y, A&)) = w>- 
Proof. (i) Let (ia) and (ib) hold true. Fix c E (a, @> arbitrarily. Then, by 
(ia) and strict increasingness of U, (xi , xa ,..., xN) E E with g(xi , xa ,..., xN) < c 
implies 
f  (x1 , x2 ,..a, xAr) < W(x1 , x.2 ,***, xhr)) 
< U(c). 
Hence (ib) implies that U is a maximum-value function of the Main Problem. 
Conversely let U be a maximum-value function of the Main Problem. Then 
for any fixed c E ((II, /3) there exists (xi*(c), x2*(c),..., z+*(c)) E E such that 
f(x1*(C>, x2*(4,..., h/*(C)) = U(c), 
g(xI*(c), x**(c) ,...) xN*(c)) < c. (3.5) 
By the properties of U, f  and g we may assume without loss of generality 
&l*(c), x,*(c),..., xN*(c)) = c, (3.6) 
which implies (ib). Let us now take (xi , x2 ,..., xN) E E. Further, let c’ = 
g(x, , x2 ,...T xN). Then c’ E (01,p). Since (3.9, (3.6) hold true for this c’ too, 
there exists (xi*(c’), x,*(c’),..., x~*(c’)) E E such that 
f(X1*(C’), x2*(c’),..., x,*(c’)) = U(c’), 
g(xl*(c’), x2*(c’),..., xN*(c’)) = c’. 
Since U(c’) is a maximum value off (xi , x2 ,..., x,,,) subject tog(xr , x2 ,..., xN) 6 c’, 
(x1 , x2 >...> xN) E E, we have 
U(c’) 3 f  (x1 , x2 ,.-.7 XN). 
Substituting c’ = g(xi , xp ,..., x~), we have 
U(&l !  x2 I..., XN)) 3 f  (x1 , x!2 ,..., XJ, 
which implies (ia). Similarly ( ii is ) p roved. This completes the proof. 
Note that by appealing to Inverse Theorem II of [8] it is shown that (i) is 
equivalent to (ii). Our useful results associated with inequalities are the following 
results, which are immediate consequences of Theorem 2. We state them as 
theorems because of their wide applicabilities. 
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THEOREM 3. (i) I f  the Main Problem has a continuous and strictly increasing 
maximum-value function Ufrom (01, p) onto (a, b), then f < U 0 g on E. Further- 
more the sign of equality holds tf and only if for some c E (a, 8) each x, equals 
x,*(c), where (x1*, x2* ,..., xN*): (a, /?) --f E is a maximum-point function of the 
Main Problem. 
(ii) I f  the Inverse Problem has a continuous and strictly increasing minimum- 
value function V from (a, b) onto (a, /3), then g 2. V 0 f  on E. Furthermore the 
sign of equality holds if and only if for some c E (a, b) each yn equals j,,(c), where 
($1 9 52 ,..., j&): (a, b) + E is a minimum-point function of the Inzterse Problem. 
THEOREM 4. (i) I f  the Main Problem has a continuous and strictly increasing 
maximum-value function U from (a, /> onto (a, b), and if each component 
x,*: (a, /?) -+ (d, , e,) of the maximum-point function is continuous and strictly 
increasing, then f  < U 0 g on E. Furthermore the sign of equality holds if and only ;f  
(x1*)-1(x1) = (x2*)-1(x2) = ... = (xN*)-l(xN). 
(ii) I f  the Inverse Problem has a continuous and strictly increasing minimum- 
value function V’ from (a, b) onto (a, p), and if each component $,,: (a, b:t + 
(4, , e,) of the minimum-point function is continuous and strictly increasing, then 
g 3 L’ 0 f  on E. Furthermore the sign of equality holds if and on& ;f (yi)-i(y,) ~~ 
(WYY,) = *.- = (%vFYYN). 
Let us now consider the dynamic programming method for finding both the 
maximum-value function U and the maximum-point function (x1*, x2*,..., xN*) 
of the Main Problem, and both the minimum-value function V and the minimum- 
point function (j, , 3s ,..., jN) of the Inverse Problem. Our approach follows 
[9]. There it has been shown that the Main Problem introduced in this section 
can be represented by an N-stage DP (Mm {S,&S~ , {JLAs~s~ , {L4n}l~n~N--l , 
(fnkngN--19 h, {T,&Gs~-~), where 
S, = ran&d, R,, = ran&f,& A, = Cd,, en;), 
f,(a,; r n+l) -f,(a,; r,+A 4%) = fN(g3sNN9 (3.7) 
T,(s.,; a,) = W$’ W 
On the other hand, the Inverse Problem can be represented by its inverse DP 
Win, R~Gv~ CLkn~~, {A 1 n ~s~sN-~, -knllsns~-l, L fu,Jl~~~~--l), where 
R, = range(f,), S, = raw+,), A, = (d, , e,), 
c&h; h+J = g& n; %+1) = (~n",YhI+l), 
(3.8) 
PN) = WN) = gdf ih>)~ 
U,(r,; a,) = Kn)-l (rd. 
409!58/3-I7 
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Conversely the main (resp. inverse) DP defined in Section 2 represents a 
Main (resp. Inverse) Problem .(see [9, Sect. 31). 
Therefore, by the remark at the top of Theorem 1, the maximum (resp. 
minimum)-value function U (resp. V) of the Main (resp. Inverse) Problem 
equals the optimal reward function G-r (resp. .“-‘) of the corresponding main 
(resp. inverse) DP, whose elements are specified by (3.7) (resp. (3.8)). Further- 
more, by the usual dynamic programming approach, the maximum (resp. 
minimum)-point function (x1*, x2* ,..., x~*) (resp. (A , ?a ,..., j&)) of the 
Main (resp. Inverse) Problem is calculated by use of both optimal policy 
(ni*, rrp* ,..., rz-r} (resp. (6, ,$ ,..., BN-i}) and state transformation {Tr , 
T 2 ,*-*, TN4 (rev. {Ul, U2 ,..., UN}) of the corresponding main (resp. its 
inverse) DP (see [7, Sect. 6, (6.7), (6.8) (resp. (6.9), (6.10))]). Since a pair of 
optimal reward functions and optimal policy is, as Theorem 1 appeals, succes- 
sively and simultaneously calculated from u”, ul,..., G-l (resp. no, p/l,..., gN-l) 
and from 1~z-i , $$-a ,..., rri* (resp. eN-i , GA,-, ,..., 6,) we have obtained the 
method desired. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO THE CLASSICAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section we apply Theorems 3 and 4 to the four well-known classical 
inequalities in the following three subsections. Our arithmetric-mean-geometric- 
mean inequality is rather generalized, since it implies the inequalities specified 
in Examples 4.1.14.1.6 of Table I. Three other inequalities are stated in such a 
form that half of the variables involved in the inequalities are given constants. 
It is trivial, however, that the inequality in this form is essentially equivalent 
to one in the usual form, e.g., that given in [I, 41. We shall simply write x,” X, , 
nGen yk. instead of En”=, X, , flrzN-, ya , respectively. 
4.1. A More Generalized Arithmetic-Mean-Geometric-Mean Inequality 
We state and prove the following arithmetic-mean-geometric-mean inequality: 
wherep,, > 0, q,, > 0, t, > 0 (1 < n < N) are constants. The sign of equality 
holds if and only if 
QAXI q2t2x:P - =__ = . . . = !?dNXiN 
Pl P2 h ’ 
(4.2) 
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Let 
f (x1 , x2 )... ) XN) = fi X,91’, 
1 
g(x, ) x2 ,..., XJ = f q,&t 
1 
Then f and g: R,” + R+l are onto recursive functions with strict increasingness 
on R,“. Strictly speaking, f is a multiplicative function on R+” and g an additive 
function on RaV and, therefore, also on R,” (see [7, Sect. 51). In this case 
the resulting Main Problem is the following: 
Naximize 
subiect to 
6) 
(ii) 
This problem can be represented by the main DP (Max, (SJl(n~N , {Rn}lCnsh., 
~-~Ac~s~ 1 {fnkn~N--l 9 k {TAs~G-~, where by (3.7) 
By (2.1), the nth feasible action space at state s, becomes 
On the other hand the Inverse Problem 
hlinimize 
N 
c w:: 
1 
subject to 
N 
0)’ flY>>C (W, 
1 
(ii)’ yn 2 0 1 :gn -GN 
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can be represented by its inverse DP (Min, {Rn}l$n<N, {Sn}l~n~N , (An}l+<N--l , 
{g > n 16&N-1 3 ‘3 (Unkn<N-l), where by (3-g) 
By (2.9, the 8th feasible action space &(T,) at state t, becomes 
&(r,) = R+l, 1 <#<IV--1. 
By Theorem 1, we have optimal reward functions {uO, Al,..., @-l} and an optimal 
policy {7rr*, rs*,,.., rrs-r} as follows: 
Hence the optimal reward functions and the optimal policy yield the maximum- 
value function and the maximum-point function of the Main Problem as follows: 
Consequently u(g&, x2 ,..., xN)) 2 f(xr , xs ,..., xN), in this case, yields the 
desired inequality (4.1). For any c E [0, co), x,*(c) attains the maximum value 
of the Main Problem. Therefore the equality hold&if and only if (4.2) holds. 
On the other hand, the inverse DP has the following optimal reward functions 
and optimal policy: 
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Hence the Inverse Problem has the following minimum-value function and 
minimum-point function: 
V(c) = TIN--l (c) = fi, ( cy” )((pa’tn)‘(srpn’tn)) (f +) cmpP”lt,)~, 
1 n ?I 
,$qC) = (A& . (6 (~)((p~‘t.)‘(r:pn’t.ri)l’tfl ,(l/t,).(l/(BIYP,/t”)~. 
Consequently g(xr , x2 ,..., xN) > V(j(~i , xa ,..., +)) in this case yields an 
inequality which is equivalent to the desired inequality (4.1). We have, for the 
Inverse Problem, the same equality condition (4.2) as for the Main Problem. 
Note that the inequalities 4.1.1-4.1.6 are special cases of our results (4. I), (4.2). 
Of course, each inequality can also be established individually through the 
dynamic programming approach discussed above (see [5]). 
4.2. Minkowski’s Inequality 
We state and prove Minkowski’s inequality in the following style: For p > 1 
$ (b, + x,)” < (($ bnp)l” + ($ xnp)““~’ on R+N, (4.3) 
where b, > 0, 1 < n < N, are constants. The inequality is reversed for 
0 < p < 1. In each case, the sign of equality holds if and only if 
For p > 1 let 
Xl x2 b, -& = *.* 2. (4.4) 
g(x1 I x2 ,..-, XN) = ; %P. 
1 
Then f: R+” -+ [Cr b,P, co) and g: R,N -+ [0, co) are onto additive functions 
on R+N. In this case the Main Problem ((3.1), (3.2)) can be represented by the 
main DP, whose elements are as follows: 
Max, S, = R+l, R, == ; bkp, CO , 
[ I 
l<n<N, 
R 
A, = R+l, f,(a,; r,+J = & + a,JP + rn+l , l<n,<N-1, 
k(sN) = (6, + s$p)e = {(bND)l’p + s$“}‘, 
Tn(sn ; a,) = s, - a,“, l<n.<N-1. 
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This main DP has the following optimal reward functions and optimal policy: 
Hence the Main Problem in this case has the following maximum-value function 
and maximum-point function: 
Consequently we obtain, by virtue of Theorem 4, the desired inequality (4.3) for 
p > 1. 
In order to obtain the reversed inequality for 0 < p < 1, alternate f  with g, 
i.e., let 
f(q ) x2 ,...) XN) = F x,p, 
1 
g(x, , x;, ,..., xN) = c (6, -- .I”,)“. 
1 
A similar argument yields the reversed inequality as well as the equality con- 
dition (4.4). The reader may obtain the same result by appealing to both the 
Inverse Problem and the inverse DP. 
4.3. Hiilder’s Inequality and the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequalit? 
We state and prove Holder’s inequality, which in this particular case implies 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, in the following style: For p > 1 
(4.5) 
where 6, > 0, 1 ,( n < N, are given constants and q is the conjugate number of 
p, i.e., q = p/(p - 1). The inequality is reversed for 0 < p < 1. In each case 
the sign of equality hold if and only if 
xl/6f-1 = ~~/6;+ zz *. . = ~~l6K-l. (4.6) 
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Of course, Holder’s inequality with p = 2 (=p) reduces to the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality: 
$b.s, <(fb,,‘)“‘-(f~.~)11~ on R+N. 
The sign of equality holds if and only if 
Let 
Xl -& =...= TX. 
f(Xl , x2 ,***, XN) = 5 b,x, I 
1 
N 
g(x1 , x2 ,**-, XN) = c x,p. 
1 
Then the resulting Main Problem reduces to an N-stage (main) DP as follows: 
Max, S, = R, = R,l, 1 < n < N, A, = R,l, l<n<N--1, 
f,(a,; r,,,) = bun + r,+, , 1 < n < N - 1, A(+,,) = bN * &!‘, 
T&n ; a,) = s, - u,p, l<n<N-1. 
This DP has 
O<n<N-1, 
Therefore, the Main Problem has 
x,*(c) = 2’2’ - by 
/I($ b,“)“pl ’ 
l<nndN, 
which implies (4.5) for p > 1. 
For 0 < p < 1, the analysis is similar, mutatis mutandis, with the roles off 
and g interchanged. 
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5. FURTHER INEQUALITIES 
By appropriately choosing the recursive function f and g with monotonicity 
on E, as in Section 4, we establish not only an inequality between f and g, i.e., 
f < U 0 g on E, but also a necessary and sufficient condition that the sign of 
equality holds. This is also a direct application of Theorems 3 and 4. The 
inequalities obtained by this application are illustrated in Table II. The present 
author [q gives detailed analyses of them. These inequalities are also expected to 
have been proved by some approaches and techniques differing from our 
approach. In particular, three inequalities in Examples (5.3), (5.16), and (5.17) 
are due to Jensen, Milne, and Crystale, respectively. For details see the references 
cited in [4]. 
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